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Overview

About the workshop

As we look to build a resilient economy and recover from the COVID-19 pandemic, the circular economy offers a 
systems solutions framework that can unlock economic, environmental, and society-wide benefits. Higher Education 
plays an important role in enabling the circular economy. Academic teaching and research, along with a systemic 
approach and collaboration across sectors, can help to scale circular solutions.

As part of Circular City Week New York, the Ellen MacArthur Foundation convened the second workshop for the Higher 
Education Sector. 57 attendees from more than 30 universities in New York participated, this included 
educators, administrators, and students. Together the group explored:

Circular economy teaching and research 

Campus management

Student-led actions
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A strategic partnership: New York & the Ellen MacArthur Foundation 

Speakers: 
Nicole Spina, Senior Project Manager, New York City Economic Development Corporation (NYCEDC)
Michelle Tulac, North America Program Manager, Ellen MacArthur Foundation 

Nicole Spina shared how circularity is key for the city as a 
whole—to secure NYC’s future in the face of climate change, 
reduce emissions, and produce zero waste. 
NYCEDC is identifying efforts to grow circular economy in the 
city. The Circular City Initiative includes a report outlining how 
a circular NYC can deliver economic benefits, jobs, and zero 
waste to landfill. 
Education was identified as a key enabling levers to achieving 
a circular NYC, offering a way to integrate circular mindsets 
and principles into curriculum and providing training and skills 
to put circular principles into practice for the employment 
opportunities in a circular economy.

To watch the whole session, please click on the 
image. 

https://www.circularnyc.org/
https://docs.google.com/file/d/11ZrL9mIbfR8Ud9EemgcinxMg-Dug2mjU/preview
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The opportunities in Higher Education and the role of it

Speaker:
Reniera O’Donnell, Higher Education Lead, Ellen MacArthur Foundation 

Reniera shared the Ellen MacArthur 
Foundation’s  vision for the role of Higher 
Education and how to work toward that 
vision. She described what we have achieved 
in New York so far, and how participants could 
benefit from this workshop series. 

To watch the whole session, please 
click on the image. 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1_EjQ7ubPkwfQkO8dHr5Dkr1kJCv6kjEZ/preview
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How to create a space for students to learn, to experiment and to create impact?

Speaker: 
Anne-Laure Fayard, Associate Professor of Innovation, Design and Organizational Studies, Dept. of 
Technology Management and Innovation, NYU Tandon School of Engineering 

Anne-Laure shared how to create a space 
for students to learn, experiment, and create 
impact in New York University through the 
NYU MakerSpace. 

To watch the whole session, please 
click on the image. 

http://makerspace.engineering.nyu.edu/
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1rFDe9IAl6C2Ub4DQJS0TEYCWFOczwZsJ/preview
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How do universities transform how their campuses are managed? 
Speakers: 
Sandra Goldmark, Associate Professor of Professional Practice, Director, Campus Sustainability and Climate 
Action, Barnard College
Hardik Patel, Director of Customer Success, Rheaply

Barnard College has made a commitment to becoming the 
nation’s first ‘circular campus’. Their first Circular Campus 
initiative is in partnership with Rheaply, an internal reuse and 
exchange platform for the Barnard community.

Rheaply’s award-winning resource management and 
exchange platform helps world-leading organizations better 
visualize, quantify, and utilize their physical assets. Case study 

here.

To watch the whole session, please click on the 
image. 

https://www.ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/case-studies/connecting-people-with-things
https://www.ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/case-studies/connecting-people-with-things
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Lp_1m2lDhI454diQVxAFaBsJu9Bwfk24/preview
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Points of Intervention: Transitioning from a Linear to Circular Campus 
Speaker: 
Iyanu Corniel, Director of Partnerships, Post-landfill Action Network 
Ramiro Murguia, Director of Events, Post-landfill Action Network 

University and colleges campuses are a microcosm 
of the larger society and an ideal site for 
implementing circular infrastructure change through 
the power of student organizing. Iyanu and Ramiro 
shared with us how to strategically plan and 
implement zero waste student projects via PLAN’s 
theory of change. 

To watch the whole session, please click 
on the image. 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1BRF8v1r0OMToto8wC7qbFCXtdi_4JBP2/preview
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Breakout room 1 discussion

Circular economy interdisciplinary teaching & research 

Students from Cornell Social Business Consulting have been researching circular economy courses in both London and New York. 
They gave a brief presentation outlining their preliminary findings to date and identified some stand out courses across a range of 
subjects, as well as where universities are running workshops or other non-curriculum activities on the circular economy. This 
presentation stimulated discussion on what can be done to increase the amount of circular economy teaching and research in New 
York.

The students were asked what was important in terms of workshops and they highlighted that extracurricular activities help to test the 
appetite for circular economy learning and provide an opportunity for students to explore circular economy as a concept. 

NYU Tandon shared information on an undergraduate class on waste and recycling which includes the circular economy. NYU also 
noted that students are really motivated by the agenda. There is an opportunity to link teaching and maker spaces / innovation hubs 
more. The Princeton Review reports that a school’s commitment to “going green” factors into applicants’ decision-making when 
considering schools: https://www.princetonreview.com/college-rankings/college-hopes-worries. 

GCU NY shared that the post graduate school has a focus on business for social impact and sustainability, and that circular economy is 
woven through all aspects of their post graduate programmes.

https://www.princetonreview.com/college-rankings/college-hopes-worries
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Breakout room 1 discussion

Circular economy interdisciplinary teaching & research 

The group heard about the 14-week training programme run by Custom Collaborative that includes circular economy content. The 
programme links education with a business incubator. It is scoped for partnerships with higher education institutions to provide further 
educational experiences for women from low-income and immigrant communities.

Some other comments:

- It would be great to have agreed definitions on circular economy to ensure when it is being taught, that there is consistency in 
definitions.

- Reliable data is required to support circular economy teaching - often statements are made that don’t seem to be substantiated 
and therefore it is vital to ensure data is reliable and appropriately sourced.

- Circular economy should be a core principle in higher education rather than specific courses or modules.
- Utopia would be that every student has an interaction with the circular economy and is inspired to take the framework through 

their education and career so there is space for circular economy to run through as a suite of core principles and skills, as well 
as specific courses or modules. 

https://www.customcollaborative.org/
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Breakout room 2 discussion

Walk the Talk: Circular Campus

Participants in this session discussed some of the biggest challenges when it comes to campus management and what are/could be 
possible solutions. 

Some existing constraints at universities include: state restrictions on donations, costs for the disposal of items, accurate and timely 
audits to identify the availability of items that could reused, storage and movement of goods while finding the next users, training and 
reminders for facilities management and capital managers, obtaining buy-in from certain stakeholder groups (e.g. faculty, staff, 
administrators, and contractors). 

Sandra from Barnard College talked about two big challenges around inertia and bandwidth (“This is how we’ve always done things”, 
“I don’t have time, I just need to order this material”). To address these challenges, she suggests finding people’s existing pain points, 
i.e. what are they already working on that they are bothered by, then helping with their “to do” list instead of adding another “to do 
item”.

For example, Access Barnard (a team from the Dean’s College promoting Diversity, Equity and Inclusion) is interested in reusing assets 
to help out first generation and low income students through donations and the sharing assets (e.g. books, laptops, calculators, dance 
shoes). Rheaply posts those items on the network then invites students to access to the assets.
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Breakout room 2 discussion

Walk the Talk: Circular Campus

Another solution is to take reuse into account at the planning and budgeting phase. For example, allocate 50% of the budget 
specifically to buy reused/reclaimed materials. Also factoring in the time takes to acquire such materials is important, as reclaimed 
materials may take extra time to source. Baking circularity and sustainability into the terms in contracts that go out to bids is also 
effective.

Hardik from Rheaply described how departments sometimes work in silos. It’s relatively easy to get students engaged, but for a 
university, the economic savings are often compelling. Reuse can also help to reduce the scope 3 emissions.

Circulating items across multiple universities in the same region can create connections betweens schools and communities.

Often times it’s a last minute decision when items are needed or spaces are being cleared out. Hardik emphasised collaboration to 
maximize the space in different organisations. Rheaply is working with Rush University and University of Chicago, which are located in 
close proximity, and they’re looking into getting a storage unit. Also connecting with end of life processors could be useful for when 
items eventually need to be disposed of.
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Breakout room 3 discussion

Circular economy pioneers: student-led activities

In this breakout room the conversation started a fun question: If you could have a Sustainability Super Power, what would it be?

After the warm-up, the conversation moved onto what we mean by zero waste and how students could help to achieve a zero waste 
campus. 

PLAN aids college students, as well as campus faculty and staff, in tackling unsustainable infrastructure on their campuses. To do this, 
they provide digital and in-person support via leadership trainings, resources, consulting, and zero waste programming. The team 
guides members in this movement to look further than the prevalent, single-issue struggles and to push towards a deeper 
understanding of oppressive systems.

The group then discussed how the pandemic has affected student activities and how can organizations like PLAN can help adapt to 
the changes.

Due to the pandemic, PLAN shifted all the events to the digital space, i.e. the Beyond Waste Student Summits. These half-day summits 
bring together students to understand the systemic impact of waste, from extraction to disposal. These leadership intensives invite 
students from all levels of experience and interest to co-create a collaborative and justice-oriented space. These spaces provide 
students with the opportunity to work on a project from start to finish, allowing mistakes and questions, and giving students the 
opportunity to grow as student leaders. These events work to ignite student passion and equip them with the tools they need to 
become the next generation of leaders in the zero waste movement.
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Thank you!


